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Abstract: Planning at a higher level of abstraction instead of low level torques
improves the sample efficiency in reinforcement learning, and computational efficiency in classical planning. We propose a method to learn such hierarchical abstractions, or subroutines from egocentric video data of experts performing tasks.
We learn a self-supervised inverse model on small amounts of random interaction data to pseudo-label the expert egocentric videos with agent actions. Visuomotor subroutines are acquired from these pseudo-labeled videos by learning
a latent intent-conditioned policy that predicts the inferred pseudo-actions from
the corresponding image observations. We demonstrate our proposed approach
in context of navigation, and show that we can successfully learn consistent and
diverse visuomotor subroutines from passive egocentric videos. We demonstrate
the utility of our acquired visuomotor subroutines by using them as is for exploration, and as sub-policies in a hierarchical RL framework for reaching point
goals and semantic goals. We also demonstrate behavior of our subroutines in
the real world, by deploying them on a real robotic platform. Project website:
https://ashishkumar1993.github.io/subroutines/.
Keywords: Subroutines, Passive Data, Hierarchical Reinforcement Learning
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Introduction

Every morning, when you decide to get a cup of coffee from the kitchen, you go down the hallway,
turn left into the corridor and then enter the room on the right. Instead of deciding the exact muscle torques, you reason at this higher level of abstraction by composing these reusable lower level
visuomotor subroutines to reach your goal. These visuomotor subroutines are classically known as
operators in STRIPS planning [1], or more recently as options in RL [2]. Once these subroutines are
learned, they can be composed to solve novel tasks, e.g. exiting the building, finding an object, etc,
enabling an agent to quickly learn new tasks by simply learning how to compose them together.
These subroutines, or short-horizon policies with consistent behavior, can be manually designed as
done in classical robotics or STRIPS, or can be learned through interaction by training a hierarchical
agent through reward-based reinforcement learning. Learning through environment interactions is
extremely slow, making it prohibitively expensive to operationalize in the real world. We propose a
third way of learning these subroutines by using imitation learning on egocentric videos of experts
performing tasks. We expect that these videos contain subroutines that have been appropriately
combined to solve some tasks, and an appropriate clustering algorithm can be used to isolate and
extract these subroutines. For example, in indoor navigation, such clusters could be exiting doors,
walking down hallways; and for driving, they could be following a lane, changing lanes, etc. Once
isolated, these subroutines just need to be fine tuned through reward-based RL for downstream tasks,
which is very sample efficient, as we show in our experiments.
To imitate an expert at a visuomotor task, we need to know both the perceptual input to the expert
and the action taken. One way to do this is by instrumenting the agent to collect the perceptual
input as well as the action executed, as done in autonomous driving [3]. However, this limits the
scalability of the data collection procedure. To scale it up, we could instead learn from videos of
people performing tasks uploaded on websites such as YouTube. Such videos fall in two categories:
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Figure 1: Approach Overview: We propose an approach that combines learning from direct environmental
interaction, with learning from first-person videos collected over the Internet. Inverse models built using a small
number of environmental interactions are used to interpret videos, and learn affordances (what can I do) and
subroutines (how can I do it). Affordances predict which subset of subroutines are feasible given the current
image. These subroutines can then be executed in novel environments.

first person (egocentric) or third person video. Third person videos have the benefit of having action
information but don’t have the perceptual input. Skills learned from such videos don’t depend on
the perceptual input [4, 5]. But our focus is on navigation tasks for which the perceptual input is
important. We thus face the opposite challenge when using egocentric video of a person performing
a task (e.g. biking with a head mounted GoPro camera). The perceptual input to the agent is
available, but the action information is typically missing. In this paper, we will address this case and
demonstrate our technique in the navigation domain.
We start with egocentric videos of experts navigating to achieve some task unknown to us. Given
these videos, we want our robot to learn meaningful and useful subroutines.
We obtain action labels for the egocentric videos by training a self-supervised inverse model on
random interaction data. Egocentric videos can then be pseudo labeled by running the inverse model
on consecutive image pairs. Note that the action space of the experts might be different from the
action space of the robot (for example if we were to download egocentric navigation videos available
online). Hence, these pseudo-action labels are not the actual action taken, but an action imagined by
the robot to make the transition between the observations as closely as possible. (Section 3).
Once we have the pseudo action labels, we need to label the subroutines in the videos and learn a
controller which can be used in downstream tasks. For this, we slice up a trajectory into smaller subtrajectories. The slicing length is a hyper parameter, that controls the complexity of the subroutines
learned (longer sub-trajectories will lead to more complex subroutines). We then encode each subtrajectory into a discrete latent variable which should be predictive of the action given the video
frame, for every frame in the sub-trajectory. (Section 4).
To effectively use the learned subroutines in downstream tasks, we must also infer which subroutines
can be applied where. For this, we additionally train an affordance model to predict which subroutines can be invoked for a given input image from our repertoire of learned subroutines. We do this
by predicting the inferred one-hot latent encoding of the trajectory from the first image. (Section 4).
We evaluate our learned subroutines and the affordance model on downstream navigation tasks,
which are unknown to our method during the subroutine learning phase. We show that our learned
subroutines can be composed together for zero-shot exploration in novel environments with a 50%
improvement in exploration over several learning and non-learning baselines. We also evaluate our
learned subroutines on downstream point navigation and area goal tasks. We fine-tune our affordance model and subroutines through reward-based RL and observe a 4× improvement in learning
sample complexity over alternate initializations. (Section 6).
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Related Work

Classical Navigation. Classical approaches to navigation employ geometric reasoning to solve the
task [6, 7]. While most works optimize in the base action space of the agent, few works employ handcrafted motion primitives to speed up planning [8]. Dynamic Motion Primitives (DMPs) propose a
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framework for specifying macro actions [9], which can be learned from a demonstration [10] for a
specific macro action. However, the set of macro actions are still manually specified. In contrast,
these behaviors automatically emerge as a consequence of our algorithm.
Learned Navigation. Recent learning based-efforts use reinforcement learning or imitation learning
to learn policies for solving specific locomotion, navigation or manipulation tasks [11, 12, 13, 14,
15, 16, 17]. While these works learn to leverage high-level semantics, they still directly operate in
the base action space of the robot. Learned skills are task and environment specific, and it takes a
large number of interaction samples to even solve the same task in a new environment (in navigation
[11, 12] as well as in manipulation [16, 17]). To address this, some works [18] use intrinsic rewards
such as prediction error. However, these approaches don’t distill out composable skills to solve
novel tasks. Works like [19] distill out composable skills but do not scale to realistic setups as
we show in our experiments. Moreover, as all training signal is derived from interaction with the
environment, skill acquisition is extremely expensive. In fact, our experiments show that our use
of passive videos for learning skills is more sample efficient and results in better performance than
such purely interactive approaches.
Learning from State-Action Trajectories. Several works use learning from demonstration in scenarios where they have access to both the observations and the ground truth actions to solve the task
[20, 21]. Works like [22] extend these formulations to work with trajectory collections that have
multiple modes. However, this line of work relies on ground truth action labels. In contrast, we only
assume observation data (without paired actions), and evaluate on novel tasks in novel environments.
Learning from State Only Trajectories. Contemporary works [23, 24, 25] study the problem of
learning from state only trajectories, similar to our work here. However, all of these works only
study the scenario where the agent solves the task in exactly the same environment that they have
state-only demonstrations for. In contrast, we do not assume access to environments for which we
have videos for, making learning more challenging and rendering these past techniques ineffective.
Additionally, our goal is to learn subroutines that work in previously unseen environments, which
goes beyond the focus of these works. Works like [26, 27, 28] focus on imitation from visual data
and learn a monolithic policy from expert data for the task at hand. We focus on learning composable
subroutines which can then be used in several downstream tasks.
Sub-policies and Options in Hierarchical RL. Hierarchical RL is an active area of research
[29, 30, 2], with a number of recent papers (such as [31, 32]). These works acquire sub-policies
in a top-down manner while interacting with the environment to solve a reward based task. Our approach on the other hand investigates a bottom-up development of subroutines, and can learn from
relatively inexpensive unlabelled passive data. Our learned subroutines are complementary to these
frameworks and can be used to initialize any of these top-down HRL methods to accelerate learning.
Affordance Learning from Videos. Researchers have studied affordance learning from Internet
videos [33] by leveraging YouTube videos to learn about affordances. While this is a great first step,
it does not learn a controller that can be used in downstream tasks. In contrast, we learn a controller
for each subroutine for the the specific robot at hand, allowing immediate deployment.

3

Pseudo-Labeling Egocentric Expert Videos

We need action labels on expert videos to learn a controller for downstream tasks. We build a
self-supervised inverse model which takes two consecutive image observations, ot and ot+1 , and
predicts the action â which the agent took to transition from ot to ot+1 . This inverse model is
then used to pseudo-label egocentric videos of experts. However, since the videos may come from
diverse sources (e.g. internet videos), the expert uploading the video may have a different action
space than S. To handle this mismatch, we expect the inverse model to predict the action which S
should have taken to go from oet to oet+1 and not the action actually taken by the expert.
3.1

Inverse Model

We first build a self-supervised one-step inverse model ψ [34, 35] for the agent from random interaction data in an environment (simulation environment or the real world). More concretely, given
a pair of consecutive image observations, ot and ot+1 , we train the model ψ to predict action at
that was executed to transition from image ot to ot+1 as follows: ât = ψ(ot , ot+1 ). The agent S
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collects data {. . . , ot , at , ot+1 , at+1 . . . } to train ψ by sampling at uniformly from {left, right,
forward} and executing it in the environment conveying it from ot to ot+1 .
3.2

Pseudo-Labeling Video Data

We then use this learned inverse
model ψ to pseudo-label the dataset
D of egocentric expert videos. Given
a sequence of images {oe1 , oe2 , . . .}
from a video, we evaluate ψ on consecutive pairs of images to obtain â =
ψ(oet , oet+1 ). We use observations as
a means of implicitly mapping equivalent actions between agents. This
generates a pseudo labeled dataset D̂,
that contains image action sequences,
{oe1 , â1 , oe2 , â2 , . . . , oeT }.

4 Visuomotor Subroutines
and Affordances
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Figure 2: Pseudo-labeling: (a) We execute random actions in an environment to obtain image-action sequences
{. . . , ot , at , ot+1 . . .}. We use triplets (ot , at , ot+1 ) to train an
inverse model to predict action at given consecutive images ot ,
ot+1 . (b) We use this inverse model to pseudo-label egocentric
videos of navigating agents. Grey circles with = sign represent
cross-entropy loss.

We formally define subroutines and
the affordance model for an agent S
as hα, {πi }i=1..N i, where N is the
number of subroutines available to the S, πi is the ith subroutine and α is the affordance model.
The affordance model predicts the probability distribution p˜t given an input observation ot , where
(p̃t )i is the probability that πi is applicable given the observation ot . Each subroutine πi is a closed
loop policy which takes the current observation ot and predicts a distribution over actions a˜t . Thus,
p˜t = α(ot ) and a˜t = πi (ot ).
We isolate these subroutines from D̂ by clustering them to improve the action prediction accuracy of
the visuomotor trajectories in D̂. Intuitively, if the observation contains a T-junction with a possible
left and right turn, they need to be clustered separately to unambiguously predict the future given
the observation and the cluster id.
To effectively use these subroutines, we learn another model to infer which subroutines are applicable in what scenario. For example, given an image of a hallway with two doors, one on the left
and other on the right, the model should learn to assign high probabilities to both go into left door
and go into right door subroutines, whereas when there are no doors, it should simply peak on the
subroutine go down a hallway.
4.1

Learning Formulation

We slice up each trajectory (from the pseudo-labeled dataset D̂) into smaller overlapping trajectories of fixed length T , where T is a hyper-parameter which determines the complexity of the
subroutines.1 We encode actions in each sub-trajectory into a discrete latent vector z. This z is then
used to predict actions corresponding to different frames in the video. We implement the trajectory
encoder as network f and the subroutines as a network π parametrized by the subroutine-id z:
e = f (â1 , â2 , . . . , âT )
(1)
z ∼ softmax(e)
(2)
ãt , ht+1 = π(ot , z, ht ) ∀t ∈ {1 . . . T − 1}
(3)
where state ht and ht+1 are the current and updated hidden states respectively, ot is the current
observation, and z is a discrete latent vector which specifies the subroutine to invoke. We train the
affordance model α to predict the subroutine id given the first image of the video sequence:
z̃ = α(o1 ).
(4)
1

A smaller T leads to simpler subroutines. We show ablations over T in supplementary.
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Training: Both the networks,
π and f , are jointly optimized
to maximize the likelihood of
the pseudo-labeled action sequence. α is optimized to
maximize the likelihood of z
given first observation of the
video sequence. The subroutine id z is sampled from the
trajectory encoding e through
a Gumbel-Softmax distribution [36]. This allows estimating gradients for parameters of f despite the sampling. Figure 3 shows the network diagram.
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At test time, α takes the current observation as input and
predicts which subroutines
are applicable, and π then
executes the selected subroutine in a closed loop, executing the predicted action ãt
and receiving the next observation ot+1 as it proceeds.
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Figure 3: Learning Visuomotor Routines and Affordances: We want to
mine visuomotor routines with the ability to explicitly invoke them. We
implement this as recurrent network that takes in the current observation
and a one-hot vector z that specifies the subroutine to invoke. Since we
don’t have the labels for subroutine id z, we obtain it by jointly training two
networks: one that looks at the entire future sequence of actions to predict
the subroutine id, and other which takes the subroutine id z and the image
as input to predict the action to take. Both the networks are jointly trained
to minimize cross-entropy loss. Finally, we also train an affordance model
that predicts the inferred subroutine id z from the first image.

Experiments (Learning Subroutines and Affordances)
Experimental Setup

Our experiments involve use of environments (where the agent can actively interact with the environment) Etrain and Etest , and a dataset of first-person videos D. We describe choices for the
environment, agent and this video dataset:
Environments: We model environments using a visually realistic simulator derived from scans of
real world indoor environments from the Stanford Building Parser Dataset [37] (SBPD) and the
Matterport 3D Dataset [38] (MP3D). These scans have been used to study navigation tasks in [13,
39, 40], and we adapt publicly available simulation code from [13]. We split these environments into
four disjoint sets: Etrain , Evideo , Eval and Etest . Etrain is used to train the inverse model, Eval is used
for development of policies for down-stream tasks, and Etest is used for evaluating performance of
our policies on down-stream tasks. Evideo is used to create a dataset of egocentric videos.
Agent Model: Our agent is modeled as a cylinder with 4 actions: a) stay in place, b,c) rotate left or
right by θ (= 30◦ ), and d) move forward by x (= 40cm). The robot is equipped with a RGB camera
mounted at a height h (= 120cm) from the ground with an elevation φ (= −5◦ ) from the horizontal.
Dataset D: We create MP3D Walks Dataset of egocentric videos. MP3D Walks Dataset is autogenerated using the Evideo environments, by rendering out images along the path taken by an expert
navigator to navigate between given pairs of random points. We implement this expert as an analytical path planner which has access to the ground truth free space map. We additionally ensure that
experts have a different action space than our agent (see supplementary for specifics). MP3D Walks
Dataset consists of around 217K clips of 40 steps each, without any action labels.
5.2

Training Details

Inverse Model Training and Pseudo-labeling. The agent starts at 1.5K different locations spread
over 4 environments (Etrain ) and executes random actions for 30 steps. The collected data (45K
interaction samples) is used to train the inverse model. See supplementary for ablations over the
number of interaction samples and the generalization performance of the inverse model over different camera heights of the test images.
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Figure 4: (a) Robustness and Diversity of Subroutines: Subroutines SubR2 (top row) and SubR1 (bottom
row) when deployed on a real robot demonstrate robustness and consistency over perturbations to starting
location. (b) Consistency of Subroutines: Learned Subroutines when deployed on a real robot demonstrate
consistent behavior over different starting locations, as demonstrated for SubR2.
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Figure 5: Affordance Model Visualization: The images in the first 3 columns were assigned high probability
for SubR1 by the affordance model (that goes rightwards), while images in the next three columns were assigned high probability for SubR2 (that goes leftward). These images, indeed afford the predicted subroutines.

This model is then used to pseudo-label videos in D to obtain dataset D̂ as described in Section 3.2.
D̂ is used to learn subroutines π(., z) and the affordance model. (Section 4.1).
Subroutine Training: We slice each of the 217K videos into clips of length 10 steps with a sliding
window of 5. This gives us a total of 2.2M clips to train our subroutines. We experiment with using
4 subroutines (i.e. the z vector is 4-dimensional. We show ablations over the number of subroutines
as well as the length of each subroutine in supplementary.). This model is trained by minimizing the
cross-entropy loss between the actions output by the policy (ã) and the pseudo-labels (â) obtained
from the inverse model.
Affordance Training: We train the affordance model to predict the inferred subroutine id z given
the first image of the length 10 trajectory by minimizing cross-entropy loss over the inferred z label.
5.3

Results

Behavior of Subroutines: We deployed our subroutines (learned in simulation) in the real world
on a real robot (iCreate2 platform equipped with a RGB camera). Figure 4a shows the diversity
between two of our learned subroutines SubR1 and SubR2. We observe that SubR1 prefers turning
rightward into doors and corridors, and SubR2 prefers turning leftward. The subroutines show
robustness to perturbations in the starting location and consistently enter the door. Figure 4b shows
that SubR2 consistently turns left into doors and corridors across different starting locations. See
supplementary for simulation results showing diversity and consistency of our learned subroutines.
Affordance Prediction: We show observations from Etest for which the affordance model prediction is high for SubR1 and SubR2 in Figure 5. Top row shows observations that cause a high
prediction for SubR1, while bottom row shows images that excite SubR2.
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6.1

Experiments (Using Affordances and Subroutines)
Exploration via VMSR

The exploration task requires the agent to explore a novel environment efficiently.
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Table 1: Exploration Metrics: VMSR beats 3 hand-crafted baselines and two state-of-the-art learning based
techniques [19, 18]. See text for details.

Method
Random
Forward Bias Policy
Always Forward, Rotate on Collision
Skills from Diversity [19]
Skills from Curiosity [18]
VMSR (Ours)

# Samples
↓

ADT
↓

Maximum
Distance ↑

Collision
Rate (%) ↓

0
0
0
10M
10M
45K

18.09
15.25
14.89
17.63
17.68
7.73

7.5
13.11
13.31
7.85
7.87
27.78

65
82
72
67
64
12

Task Setup: We randomly initialize the agent at 100 different locations in the novel test environment Etest . For each location, we do 5 random executions (each from a randomly chosen initial
orientation) of length 408 each.
Metrics: We measure different aspects of exploration via the following metrics: # Samples ↓:
Number of environment interactions used for training. Average Distance to Trajectory (ADT) ↓:
Given executed trajectories from a given starting location, we compute the mean geodesic distance
of points in the environment to the closest point on the trajectory. If we wanted to visit a point
in the environment, this metric measures how much we will need to go off the trajectory to get to
this point, in expectation. We report the average over all starting locations. Maximum Distance ↑:
Measures how far the executed trajectories convey the agent. For each trajectory, we measure the
maximum geodesic distance from the starting location to all points on the trajectory. We report the
average maximum geodesic distance over trials. Collision Rate ↓: Fraction of forward actions that
result in collisions. We emphasize that VMSR is not trained to optimize for any of these metrics.
Exploration via Subroutines: Given the visual observation from the current location, we repeat the
following two steps: a) we use the affordance model α to sample the subroutine z to execute, b) we
execute the sampled subroutine for 10 steps.
Baselines. We compare with three hand-crafted baselines: a) Random policy (randomly execute
one of the 4 actions), b) Forward bias policy (biased to more frequently execute forward action), and
c) Always forward but rotate on collision policy. We also compare to the state-of-the-art unsupervised RL-based skill learning methods d) DIAYN [19], and e) Curiosity [18]. These learning based
techniques were trained with comparable networks (ResNet 18 models pre-trained on ImageNet) for
over 10M samples. More details about these baselines are in supplementary.
Results. Table 1 shows that VMSR outperforms all the baselines on all three metrics. VMSR successfully learned to bias towards forward action in navigation and the notion of obstacle avoidance,
leading to a high maximum distance, and a low collision rate. It outperforms hand-crafted baselines
that were designed with these insights in mind. Furthermore, it outperforms state-of-the-art learning
based techniques for learning skills [19, 18], that were trained on 200× more interaction samples
(45K vs. 10M). These past works have only been shown to perform well for low-dimensional statespaces and simple game environments, and in our experiments they either learn a trivial solution, or
suffer with high-dimensional inputs such as real world images (further discussed in supplementary).

6.2

PointGoal and AreaGoal via VMSR Initialization in HRL

We next investigate how we can use VMSR to solve goal-driven tasks. We do this by setting up
hierarchical RL policies based of our learned subroutines and affordance models.
Task Setup: We setup two goal driven navigation tasks, PointGoal and AreaGoal as defined in [41].
For PointGoal task, the agent is required to reach a given goal location (specified as a relative offset
from robot’s current location). For the AreaGoal task, the agent is required to go to the washroom.
We study both tasks in sparse and dense reward settings. RL and HRL policies are developed on the
validation environment Eval , and finally trained on the test environment Etest with 3 random seeds
to assess sample efficiency for learning.
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Figure 6: (a) Subroutines and Affordances for Hierarchical RL: Initializing from VMSR leads to upto 4x
more sample efficient learning in downstream navigation tasks. First Column shows results for PointGoal (go to
(x, y) coordinate), second column shows results for AreaGoal (go to washroom). We see improvements across
these tasks for both sparse and dense reward scenarios, with larger gains in the harder case of sparser rewards.
(b) Subroutines for RL: Initializing a flat RL policy with VMSR (with only 1 SubR) leads to improved sample
complexity for AreaGoal navigation (go to washroom), compared to alternate initializations.

HRL via Subroutines and Affordance Model: We follow the framework in [30] and initialize the
sub policies with our subroutines and meta-controller with our affordance model. We then fine tune
the sub policies and the meta-controller via reinforcement learning.
Comparisons: We compare with the following alternates for initializing the meta-controller and
the sub-policies: a) Random Initialization, b) ImageNet Initialization, and c) Initialization from
skills via DIAYN [19] pre-training. (c) doesn’t provide an affordance model, so we initialize the
meta-controller image CNN with the sub-policy CNN. We can also compare VMSR initialization to
initialization obtained from Curiosity [18]. Pathak et al. [18] use a monolithic policy (i.e. without
any handle to control what they do), and study an AreaGoal task. Thus, for a fair comparison, we
limit the comparison to the AreaGoal task and use a monolithic RL policy instead of the hierarchical
policy. We report three training curves: a) Random Initialization, b) Initialization from Curiosity
[18], and c) VMSR with 1 subroutine (to obtain a monolithic policy).
Results: Training rewards are plotted in Figure 6a and Figure 6b. Figure 6a shows the comparison among hierarchical policies. We observe upto 4× faster training when initialized with VMSR
and affordance models as compared to the next best baseline (which is ImageNet initialization).
Improvements are generally larger for the harder case of sparser rewards. DIAYN [19] based initialization entirely fails, as it collapses to a trivial policy (more details in supplementary). Even among
non hierarchical policies (Figure 6b), initializing with VMSR (VMSR (1 SubR)) performs the best
in AreaGoal Tasks, outperforming random initialization and initialization from curiosity policy [18],
which also learns a trivial policy (see supplementary).

7

Discussion

In this paper, we developed a technique that combined learning from interaction with learning from
videos, to extract meaningful and useful subroutines from egocentric videos of experts performing
different tasks. We showed how these extracted subroutines can be used as is for exploration, or
can be specialized using hierarchical RL for solving other downstream navigation tasks. We believe
advances made in this paper will enable scaling up of policy learning in robotics.
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